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THE REPRESENTATION OF CONSTANTINOPLE ON THE FOLIO 145r/b OF THE MANUSCRIPT OF MADRID SKYLITZES “SYNOPSIS OF HISTORIES“

Introduction and historiography. “Madrid Skylitzes” or the manuscript of the “Synopsis of Histories“ (Σύνοψης ἱστοριῶν, MS Graecus. Vitr. 26-2,) of the Byzantine historian of the second half of the 11th century, John Skylitzes, richly illuminated with numerous miniatures, represents one of the greatest treasures of the National library in Madrid, dating, as it is well known, from the 12th century. Our paper is devoted to the analysis of the appearance of the Byzantine capital, Constantinople, found in the lower part of the folio 145r.

The miniature in question shows the ceremonial entry of the future Byzantine emperor Nikephoros II Phokas into Constantinople in 963 (fig. 1).

This miniature is very significant, due to several reasons: firstly, because it represents a rare instance of Byzantine miniature illustrating the topic of important historical content; secondly, because it depicts the event from the everyday life of the Byzantine emperor, which only historical sources inform us about; finally, and most importantly in the context of our paper, the miniature offers a precious, unique visual source for possible reconstruction of the original appearance of the architectural structures of the Byzantine capital. Beside
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the fact that the miniature literally illustrates the corresponding passage of the
history of Johannes Skylitzes, it also testifies to the specific manner in which the
artist depicted the Byzantine capital city.

Finally, we will dedicate the following lines to this miniature, having in
mind that in previous bibliography the detail of the architectural structure on
this miniature has not been the object of any individual study. Although the
manuscript itself was the object of numerous analyses and investigations, the
miniature representing Constantinople on the said folio still leaves space for
analysis and raises questions. In other words, concerning the representation of
Constantinople on this miniature only few lines have been written and only
brief, although mostly correct, conclusions have been made.

In previous scholarly literature Andre Grabar and Manoussis Manoussacas
indicated “the originality of the architecture” of the mentioned building in the
right-hand part of the miniature without specific arguments. In one general con-
clusion they state that the emperor finds himself in front of “the gates” and that
the architecture on the miniature depicts “the city or the palace.”

Vasiliki Tsamakda, whose doctoral thesis is devoted to the miniatures of
the illustrated chronicle of John Skylitzes, expresses the opinion that the archi-
tectural structure on the folio 145r/b (fig. 1, 2) “is supposed to depict the Golden
Gate of Constantinople”, “but it cannot correspond to the historical reality,”
due to the fact that the miniature is “composed according to contemporary icon-
ographic schemata.” She rightfully corroborates her opinion that „The build-
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ing cannot represent the Golden Gate” by the main argument that the Golden Gate “was adorned with an elephant quadriga on the top.” 7 Namely, by “the Golden Gate”, she correctly means the “new” Golden Gate, built by Byzantine emperor Theodosius II (401-450) at the beginning of the 5th century, through which Byzantine emperors entered the city in ceremonial occasions. It is clear here from the context of the History that after passing Hebdomon, the emperor must have passed through Theodosian Golden Gate in the beginning of his “triumphal way” of Constantinople. 8 Regarding the said edifice Tsamakda states as well: “It is a building seen from the outside […] (sc. of the Golden Gate).” 9 She also offers the observation that the capitals on the columns in the form of the lion heads represent a common ornament feature in Romanesque art. 10 In other words, she concludes that the depicted architecture does not represent the “new” Golden gate, but that it in fact illustrates the building which was located right in front of the Theodosian Golden Gate and which was decorated with marble reliefs, the so-called Propylaic Gate. 11

9 Tsamakda, The Illustrated Chronicle, 345. 
10 Ibid., 345. 
11 On these reliefs see T. Macridy, S. Casson, Excavations at the Golden Gate, Constantinople, Arcæologia 81 (1931) 77-84.
Although the building to the right (fig. 1, 2) is to a certain extent depicted in a "generalized," schematic manner, we are of the opinion that the edifice in question might not exclusively represent a "fanciful structure" or "imaginative creation," as Tsamakda proposes.\(^{12}\)

Namely, by analyzing its architectural elements, we will argue in this paper that there exist solid arguments to think that the depicted structure, in spite of its general schematic character, might represent the old Golden Gate, built by Constantine the Great or his successors.

**Description of the miniature.** As stated above, the miniature depicts the moment of the entry of the future Byzantine emperor Nikephoros Phokas through the ceremonial Constantinopolitan gate (fol. 145r/b). That the depicted architecture should unquestionably represent the Golden gate is attested by the text passage above the miniature in which there is a mention of "the Golden Gate" (διὰ τῆς Χριστῆς πόρτης).\(^{13}\) In the lines which describe the events illustrated on the miniature of the folio 145r it is stated that "The partisans of Basil the parakoimomenos prepared some ships, took the imperial galley and passed over to Chrysopolis with the entire fleet. There they brought Nikephoros on board and conveyed him to Hebdomon, from where they and all the city population bore him in procession through the Golden Gate, [259] into the capital, with cheering and applause, with trumpets and cymbals."\(^{14}\) Thus, the very fact that the illuminator has reduced the whole Constantinople to the illustration of the Golden Gate was caused by his direct reliance on the text of the history of Skylitzes and its translation into an image.

In the lower, left-hand part of the composition the future Byzantine emperor Nikephoros Phokas (963-969) is depicted, entering the Byzantine capital on horseback, followed by two riders. In front of the Golden Gate one sees the musicians forming the orchestra of a solemn character. In front of the future emperor and the orchestra the artist illustrated the entrance into Constantinople in the form of the famous and important segment of fortifications, which puts a special stamp on to the whole event and the meaning of the composition.

***

**The appearance of the Golden Gate on the miniature.** As stated above, the architecture in the right-hand section of the miniature is supposed to represent the "New" Golden Gate of Constantinople, the one built by emperor Theodosius at the beginning of the 5th century.\(^{15}\) What is seen on the miniature is a schematically depicted two-storey construction (fig. 2). The illustrated edifice has a stone façade on the ground floor with two biphoria, a yellow roof and
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\(^{13}\) See our next footnote.


a yellow portico on the first floor. The front façade is adorned with a gate – the passage, whose height, according to the illustration, surpasses the first storey of the building.

The portico on the first floor consists of six columns. These columns especially draw attention, because of their number and the fact that each one of them is in the area of the capital adorned with one lion head. Unusual lion masks are found on the colonettes of the ground-floor biforia and on a single column of the lower level of the building. It is indubitable that the large number of columns with lion heads contributes to the impressiveness of the structure as a whole.

Having in mind the unusually large number of the capitals in the form of the lion heads, and their repetition, one might at first glance assume that these animal heads represent only “picturesque ornaments,” which the artist put into the picture to make it more vivid. Nonetheless, we are inclined to think that in the depiction of the specific two-storey construction of the Constantinopolitan Golden gate, as well as in the illustration of the said lion masks, one might perceive the consistent reliance of the artist on the realistic, historical appearance of the stately gate that bore the same name as the one built by Byzantine emperor Theodosius II.

***

Sources. Regarding the historical sources that provide the description of the appearance of the old Golden Gate, the first letter of the Manuel Chrysoloras addressed to the prince John Paleologos, later Byzantine emperor John VIII (1425-1448), is the sole source. In this letter Manuel Chrysoloras compares Rome, where he then resided, and Constantinople. Mentioning monumental and beautiful statues of the Byzantine capital, the statues which rested upon columns, Chrysoloras states the following:

“Thinking about that, a thought occurred to me about the former city gate, which is located in straight line with the same street…; and [about] the portico which shines on the top from afar …”. 16

In the cited passage, there is a mention of the former city gate, above which the portico shines from afar. If we compare the mentioned textual statement of the distinguished Byzantine intellectual and the Golden Gate depicted on the miniature of the Madrid Skylitzes, we notice that they quite correspond to each other – both the author and the painter had especially emphasized obviously utterly characteristic architectonic “detail,” distinctive when the appearance of the old Constantinopolitan Golden gate is concerned. What Manuel Chrysoloras has described, the artist has realistically illustrated – the architectural structure with the characteristic portico on the top.

When examining the reality of the image – the historical appearance of the edifice – on the Skyliztes’ miniature, apart from the portico placed on the top of the building, one detail should especially be kept in mind – the number of the depicted columns of the portico.
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16 Patrologia Graeca, Vol. 156, 45 C-D: “Ταῦτα δὲ ἐνθυμητεὶς ἐμνήσθην μεταξὺ καὶ τῆς ἐπὶ τῆς αὐτῆς ὁδοῦ τέ καὶ γραμμῆς πρὸς ὀνομασίαν γενομένης ποτὲ πλῆκτρον τῆς πόλεως πήγαν διὸς ἑιδὼς ᾗ φορώνα εἰπώνα, ἐπεὶ όλον τε ἦν κατεῖςθα, καὶ ὅληθας αὐτὸς λέφος καὶ ἱστοίς ὀνομάσεις δεδεδομένης διάκοιτος, καὶ τῆς ὑπὸ υἱὸν λαμπρίσσεις στοιχίων πάνωθεν καὶ τοῦ μεγέθους τῶν ἐν αὐτῇ μαρμάρων • ἔτι δὲ τοῦ πρὸς αὐτῆς κιόνων, ὡς καὶ αὐτοῖς στήλην ἀνέπε.”
It is important to observe that the artist of the Skylitzes’ miniature depicted the said portico as the one that has six columns (fig. 2). This detail deserves our full attention, as it can be brought into connection with the medieval Greek term the Exakionion » 'Εξαχιόνιον « , the Constantinopolitan architectural structure with six columns, whose name meant “six columns.” It was the particular point of the Constantinian Land walls, where the gate which was the forerunner of the “new” Golden Gate built by Theodosius was situated. It was also the only part of the Constantinian Land walls which survived for a long time as it was destroyed in 1509, due to an earthquake.

**Analogies.** Apart from the words of Manuel Chrysoloras, we do not possess any data concerning the appearance of the old Constantinopolitan Golden Gate. However, it seems that the appearance of the Northern Gate of the Palace of Diocletian in Split (Spalato), preserved until today (fig. 3), could convincingly show that the illuminator of the Madrid Skylitzes could have illustrated the representation of the old Golden Gate based on historical reality. This gate served as the emperor’s entrance and as a main gate coming in from Salona. It also bears the name “Golden Gate,” although the name dates back to later time (XVI century). Regardless of the fact that the palace of Diocletian rep-
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19 On the Golden Gate of the Diocletian’s palace see J. Marasović, T. Marasović, *Dioklecijanova palača*, Zagreb 1968, 12-13, sl. 5, 6, 8. It is very interesting to mention that inside the stoa, in the corridor of the Golden Gate of the Diocletian’s Palace there is a church of St. Martin, possibly built during the early Middle Ages, and rebuilt in the Romanesque...
resents the only preserved analogy for the reconstruction of the appearance of the old Constantinopolitan Golden Gate, it could serve as a reliable guidepost for the potential reconstruction of the appearance of the old Constantinopolitan Golden Gate, convincingly supporting the assumption that the painter of the Madrid Skylitzes faithfully depicted the appearance of the Constantinopolitan old Golden Gate of his own time.

One more detail of the Golden Gate of the Palace of Diocletian deserves special attention – the ornaments in the form of fantastic heads (fig. 4). The fact that two masks, i.e. consoles, in the form of fantastic half-human, half-animal heads have been preserved on the columns of the Golden Gate of the Palace of Diocletian in Split, would also positively support the assumption that the painter with his architectural structure truly depicted the appearance of this segment of the Constantinopolitan fortifications in a realistic manner. Although the placement of the masks in Split differs from the position of the masks illustrated in the Madrid Manuscript, the general similarity would indicate that there is a certain semantic connection between them.

On the basis of the above-mentioned statements, we may assume with high probability that the illustration of Constantinople on the miniature of Madrid Skylitzes (fol. 145r/b) could represent a realistic image of the old, “Constantinian” Golden Gate.

Dealing with this interesting miniature we would also like to underline the fact that the degree of historical reality in representing architecture in medieval art varied. In order to illustrate the fact that the depiction of architecture in medieval art can also exhibit realistic traits, we will mention the instance period, in X-XI century (Ibid., Appendix, No 48; A. Mohorović, Architecture in Croatia: Architecture and Town Planning, Zagreb 1994, 53, 57). Thus, the colonnaded arches with fantastic heads later also formed the façade of this small church.

20 Marasović, Marasović, Dioklecijanova palača, 9, 10, 11.
of the image of the church of Ascension of Christ in Dečani, the endowment of Serbian king Stefan Uroš III of Dečani (1322-1331). When depicting the church of Dečani in the hands of its ktetor, the artist who painted the figure of St. Stephan of Dečani next to the iconostasis in Dečani around 1343 emphasized the alternating rows of the marble revetment done in blocks of onyx and red breccia, as its most striking feature (fig. 5, fig. 6). Thus, we believe that the unknown illuminator of the Madrid Skylitzes emphasized the architectonic feature that was most impressive – the portico of the first floor with pillars which carried “ornaments” in the form of lion heads (fig. 1, 2; fig. 3).

However, when dealing with the topic of the historical authenticity and the realistic manner of the execution of the said edifice, we must bear in mind the fact that the manuscript was made in southern Italy under Normans and that the so-called “B4” painter of this miniature has been referred to as “Westerner” in previous literature. It is thus improbable that he himself resided in Constantinople and that he had seen the old Constantinopolitan Gate in person. We can be almost completely sure that he had never seen the edifice he had painted and that he, thus, did not know what the structure he was depicting looked like. But if so, we might ask ourselves how it is possible that his depiction, no matter how schematically executed, corresponds to the rare words we know from sources today that refer to the old Golden Gate? The previously noted fact that his colleague, the so-called painter “B5,” also referred to as Westerner, relies on certain Byzantine models when illustrating buildings, gives us the right to assume that the painter “B4” may have had certain Byzantine visual models at his disposal as well. When examining the previously offered conclusion that “The ornamentation of painter B4 differs enormously from that of all the other painters,” we must be very careful. We must bear in mind that
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although this kind of ornamentation is executed in the most impressive and notably different manner, which is what we think the author means by this statement, it is, however, common for both Byzantine and Western iconography. His buildings are adorned with "stars, crosses, checked patterns, circles etc.," as well as with lion masks, which appear in both Byzantine and Western art. The painter “B4” is also the painter who executed the least number of miniatures – only two folia (fol. 144r-145r), only six events of the whole manuscript. Why he may have depicted the Old Golden Gate, built by Constantine the Great or his successors, instead of the “New” Golden Gate of Theodosius II remains unclear. Nevertheless, one can conclude that the depiction of the stately Constantinopolitan gate on the miniature 145r/b corresponds to the data in the sources which refer to old Golden Gate, built within Constantinian Land walls and that it corresponds to the Northern Gate of Diocletian’s palace. The possible mutual similarities or differences in appearance between the old Constantinopolitan Golden Gate and the Propylaic Gate, as well as the reality of the illustrated architecture of Constantiopole and its buildings depicted in the Madrid Skylitzes is what remains for future research.

Fig. 6 The katholikon of Dečani in the hands of the ktor Stefan of Dečani, fresco, after 1343.

Сл. 6 Црква Дечана у рукама Стефана Дечанског, фреска, после 1343.
поуздано потврђује текст рукописа изnad минијатуре, у којем се Златна врата помињу ("διὰ τῆς Χρυσῆς χώρτης"). Та чињеница се може оправдати оконциоњу да се сликар илустрисују минијатуре дословно ослања на текст „Кратке историје.”

Инфиформ Фока је приказан на кону у пратњи двојице коњаника, а пред њиме је оркестар који га дочекује пред градском канијом (сл. 1). На минијатуре је изображена двостажна конструкција камених фасада, која у приземљу има две бифоре са лављим маскама на колонетама (сл. 2). Здање краси жут кров, као и жута стоа на првом спрату. На прочељу свечаног здања је портал, односно пролаз, који висином надмашује први спрат здања.

Стоа на првом спрату има шест стубова (сл. 2). Они посебно привлаче пажњу, али разматрају поменути архитектонски елементи илустрованог здања. Анализом изгледа ових архитектонских елемента уочено је да их одговарају опису тзв. „старих” цариградских Златних врата, који наводи Манојло Хрисолорас с почетка XV века (PG 156, 45C-D). Они су срушени у једном земљотресу 1509. године. Чињеница да је сликар извео грађевину са шест стубова наводи на помисао да се они могу довести у везу са грчким термином „Ексакионон” („шесть стубова”), који је означавао место на константиновим бедемима где су се налазила „стара” Златна врата.

Поред тога, илустрисују минијатуре здање (сл. 2) својим изгледом одговара изгледу „старих” Златних врата из Скиличиног рукописа уако има наглашену стоу на првом спрату (сл. 3). та капија је у познијем времену добила назив „Златна врата.” Поједини стубови северне капије палате имају у дну и конзоле – необичне маске делимично људских, делимично животињског физиономија (сл. 4). Ако би се приказ цариградских „старих” Златних врата из Скиличиног рукописа узело као веродостојно приказиване изглед северне, копнене капије Диоклецијанове палате, као и здање на минијатуре, он би уједно и потврђивао предпоставку да су цариградског „стар” Златна врата позиционирана на Константиновим копненим бедемима била налик северној, копненој капији Диоклецијанове палате.

Када се разматра изглед грађевине Скиличиног рукописа мора се имати у виду да је степен реалистичности приkaza архитектуре у средњовековној уметности варирао. Поред тога што је често приказивана њена уметност, варирала је у средњем веку могла бити и веродостојна приказивана. Примера ради, навешћемо слику дечанске цркве у рукама њеног ктитора Стефана Дечанског (после 1343.). Сликар је, илустрисујући, дечанску цркву нагласио двобојну мермерну оплату, као и наупечатљивије обележје. Тако је верујемо и непознати сликар минијатуре у Скиличином рукопису нагласио оне што је на капији било најупечатљивије – стоу на првом спрату са стубовима и лављим маскама.

У ранијој литератури је закључено да сликар минијатуре на листу 145r/b, познат у литератури као „сликар Б4”, потицао са Запада и имао западна уметничка схватања. као Западњак, он свакако није боравио у Цариграду, нити је икада видео грађевину коју је насликао. Ипак, чињеница, раније уочена, да његов сарадник сликар „Б5,” такође западних схватања, приликом сликања других архитектонских здања ослања на византиске моделе, даје нам за право да претпоставимо да је и сликар „Б4” за минијатуре са представом Златних врата поседовао неку врсту сликаног предлошка. Међутим, из којих разлога је приказао „стара” Златна врата, а не „нова” Златна врата, која је требало да буду приказана, нејасно је. у сваком случају, остаје да се закључи да представа свечане цариградске капије са минијатуре мадридског рукописа одговара опису из извора који се односе на „стара” Златна врата, која је подигао цар Константин Велики (324-337) или неко од његових наследника, као и изгледу северне капије Диоклецијанове палате у Сплиту. Евнтуалне међусобне сличности односе на разлике у изгледу између „старих” Златних врата и Пропилеја „нових” Златних врата, као и разматрање преосталих представа и грађевини Цариграда у Скиличином рукопису остају као предмет за будућа истраживања.
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